The “Macao Information Systems Character Set” (MISCS) is a character set that Macao public departments use to exchange information. It is based on ISO/IEC 10646 standard plus the characters in Macao Supplementary Character Set (MSCS).

The 121 characters in MSCS was submitted to the IRG in the meeting IRG#32 in Hong Kong, China. Following this submission was the evidence for some characters in the document IRGN 1580 which was posted on the IRG32 web site. Having been approved by the IRG Rapporteur, now we submit a revised amendment for the document IRGN 1580R for the IRG members to review.

Thanks all IRG members for your support and effort!

Attachment: Evidence for 121 MSCS characters in Macao Information Systems Character Set

Computer Chinese Characters Encoding Workgroup
The Government of the Macao Special Administrative Region
11 August 2009